SCALEFOUR NORTH
Exhibition Guide 2018

Scalefour North 2018
Queen Elizabeth Grammar School
154 Northgate, Wakefield WF1 3QX
Saturday 14th April 10.00 to 17.00
Sunday 15th April 10.00 to 16.00

Faringdon
Photo: Rex Davidson

Admission £7.00
Society members £6.00
Tickets valid both days
Partners free

Welcome to Scalefour North 2018!
As usual, we have endeavoured to bring together a mixture of attractions, ranging from classic layouts that have been painstakingly
refurbished to brand new examples on the exhibition circuit; demonstrators covering a range of subjects; and the widest selection
of specialist trade support to be found in the North East of England. A key part of the Scalefour North atmosphere is the social
connections that bring such a buzz to the show. It really is an event where finescale modellers, regardless of the scale or gauge in
which they work, gather to share experiences, learn new techniques, stock up on the essential supplies, and, above all, meet old
friends and make new ones.
To this end we will have a large refreshment area available again, with locally prepared food and drink provided by the Crocodile
Sisters. The substantial lunches are now as much a part of the show as the famous Bring and Buy stall, staffed once again by
volunteers from the Manchester Area Group. If you would like to sell some items on the Bring and Buy stall then please take some
time to prepare them following the guidelines and forms avaialble on the Society website.
Please remember also to vote for your favourite layout in the show. The winner will be awarded the Walton Evans trophy. A separate
award, generously funded by Eileens Emporium, will be made for the best scratchbuilt model on display. Both awards will be
presented on the Sunday afternoon at 3pm.
We hope that you enjoy the show — The Scalefour North Team
Comments, questions or observations?
Please let us know at scalefournorth@scalefour.org

Front Cover: Shunting in progress on Pulborough. The layout is generally run to a
timetable, based loosely on the 1912 working timetable. However, operation is
extremely complex - the first attempt at running the complete 24 hour timetable took
8hrs!
Photo by Barry Luck

B

oston Frodsham is an embryonic P4 layout set in 1975-1985 (ish) and is
partly based on the swing bridge at Boston Docks and the wharf at Frodsham
in Cheshire. Inspiration for modelling the swing bridge was from a supplement
issued with Traction magazine back in 2005, whilst several pictures of the wharf
at Frodsham showing an RB22 crane prompted the addition of this to the layout.

Boston Frodsham

Please note this layout is not complete: so far, all the track (C&L rail and chairs
on ply sleepers) is laid and wired and has been successfully tested and ballasted.
A Lenz DCC system is used and all the locos are fitted with sound decoders. Points
are activated by Tortoise slow motion motors controlled from a lever frame which
has been built from a Scalefour Society kit. Ongoing works are further additions
to the rolling stock and completion of the scenery.
Operation of the layout assumes that trains approach the docks via a branch from Presented by
the main line (all off scene) and enter one of three reception/departure sidings
Photo: Mike Knowles
which are partially modelled on the layout. As main line locos are too heavy to Mike Knowles
cross the swing bridge they uncouple and move forward to the stabling point. The
03 and 08 shunters then move the wagons, a few at a time, over the swing bridge and into the dockside area, returning with other
wagons for dispatch. Ultimately the main line loco runs around to enable it to depart with the outgoing train.
Motive power consists of:
An 03 and an 08 shunter combination (as used at Boston). The 03 incorporates a detailed Bachmann body on a High Level Kits
chassis and is powered. The 08 is a modified and detailed Bachmann model with the motor and gears removed to make room for
a sound decoder and decent speaker. The two locos run permanently coupled to each other.
Class 25. This has been fitted with Penbits sprung bogies and the cosmetic parts of the chassis modified to more accurately
represent the prototype arrangement. This is all complete and has been successfully tested. The body is a hybrid of Bachmann and
Silver Fox models (to overcome the faults with the Bachmann body) and is virtually ready for painting.
Class 37. Modified Bachmann body with Penbits
sprung bogies which have been built but await
fitting.
Class 31. Currently a rewheeled but otherwise
standard Hornby model, though the bodyshell is to
be replaced with a detailed Lima one and sprung
bogies fitted when they become available from
Rumney Models.
A selection of wagons using kit and detailed RTR
bodies on etched and scratchbuilt chassis is available. Other wagons will follow as inspiration strikes!

T

hose who have seen David’s previous
layout, Longcarse West, will notice a
great deal of similarity between it and
Clackmannan Goods. The time period, location and setting are all the same and even
the track layout is only slightly different
having a couple of extra sidings and more
points. It could be said that Clackmannan
Goods is very much an evolution of the Longcarse West concept with a bit more thought and planning put into it as a result of the
lessons learnt.

Clackmannan Goods

Presented by David Furmage

As before, the scene is set in the twilight months of wagonload traffic in a small yard during the mid 1970s. The sort of place that
could be seen all around the country at that time as rail freight continued its downward spiral. The yard is fictional, but is imagined
to be on the site of the Caledonian Railway goods yard in Alloa. To justify the amount and variety of freight handled by the yard a
few amendments to the geography and history of the area have been made. Firstly, Alloa New Yard was a much smaller proposition
than it actually was and was mainly used for the marshalling, storage and distribution of wagons to the local collieries. Secondly,
the nearby North British harbour branch has been recently closed leading to a concentration of traffic at Clackmannan Goods; and
thirdly the MOD supplies depot at Bandeath remains open and generates substantial traffic. Despite the concentration of all the
area’s traffic, apart from power station coal, into Clackmannan Goods, most flows are just managing to cling on and their
precariousness means that the imminent threat of closure is very real.
The main traffic flows are domestic coal, grain for the local breweries and sundries, but just about anything can turn up. It is not
unusual for wagons to be sent to the yard for storage, and parcels stock can also sometimes be sent from Stirling if siding space
is at a premium there. Wagon building is David’s main area of interest so there are a lot of variations in the fleet with even similar
wagons having significant differences in detail such as axleboxes, buffers and, of course, weathering. Locomotives, as might be
expected on a 1970s Scottish layout, are mainly small Type 1s and Type 2s although occasionally larger locos will pay a visit.
The boards are built from birch ply, 9mm thickness being used for the main structure with 6mm for the backscene, all glued,
screwed and braced before receiving several coats of varnish. Track design was by the excellent Templot. The track was designed
as it would have been laid in the Victorian
era, and then thought was given as to
how, over the years, amendments and
relaying would have changed things, ending up with a real mishmash of track types
and styles. Control is by DCC using a Roco
Multimaus with all the locos being fitted
with sound decoders, and point control is
by servos using the excellent Megapoints
controllers.

C

LUTTON station is a personal project by Tim
Venton, depicting a passing station on the
Great Western branch between Bristol and Frome.
Tim was inspired by Barry Norman’s Petherick and
by Pendon. To him the train is a part of the
landscape, the station must have its village and the
railway must be operated correctly.

Clutton

Presented by
Photo: Tim Venton

Tim Venton

Representative trains pass through the station
to a sequence. If you see a lot of tank engines
and B-sets, well that is exactly what would
have been seen in the 1950s. Freight was also
important, with coal from the Somerset collieries that were connected to the line passing
through. The principal up freight was the
5.00pm ex-Radstock which had to lie over at
Clutton while several passenger trains passed
it. You may also see the 5.55 up Channel
Islands Boat Express, usually a pannier tank
and B-set! This only stopped at Radstock and
Pensford, passing Clutton at reduced speed to
pick up the token. Down freights sometimes
shunted at Clutton, dependent on traffic.

He started the project in 1989 by building the lever
frame. Baseboards are built of stressed plywood,
supported on a ladder sub-frame. The whole layout
rests on just four trestles. Trackwork comprises
individual chairs glued onto plywood sleepers. All
signals, including the ground signals and the running line points, are worked by the interlocked
lever frame, which represents the actual frame in
Clutton Signal Box. The single main lines are
controlled by representations of the electric key
token instruments. These are interconnected with
the lever frame, so that to start the train requires
the issuing of a token and electrically releasing the
lever. The signalman sits in front in full view so
you can see what goes on.

T

he layout is a scale model of the former GWR
branch station at Faringdon in Oxfordshire and is
entirely hand built by Stephen Williams. The model
depicts the station as it might have appeared during
the transition from GWR to BR ownership during the
period 1947-55. As was typical of minor routes in this
period of change, the buildings still retain the colours
of the former GWR, but the the engines and stock
carry the new liveries of the nationalized railway.
Passenger services at the real Faringdon were never
more than a shuttle service to the junction at Uffington and this ceased at the end of 1951. Some artistic
licence has therefore been used in extending both the
time frame for the model and in showing a more
varied range of typical branch line trains than would
actually have been seen. So, in addition to the Pannier tank with its curious ‘Concertina’ coach that
formed the real Faringdon branch train in the final
years, viewers may also see large and small Prairie
tanks on imagined local services from Swindon and

Faringdon

Presented by

Rex Davidson

Photo: Rex Davidson

Didcot, as well as a Collett Goods
engine on branch freight trains.
The construction of the layout
adopted entirely conventional approaches. The trackwork is all
hand made using riveted wooden
sleepers. The buildings are made
from card and painted with water
colours, following Pendon practice, with the scenery showing
influence of Pendon as well as
Barry Norman’s work. Locomotives and rolling stock include
some converted items of readyto-run stock but most originate
from good quality kits.

Kettlewell

K

ETTLEWELL is a P4 ‘what might have been’
layout, had the Parliamentary powers granted
in the 1880 Skipton and Kettlewell Railway Act
been exercised.
Work started on the layout in January 2011 and
the layout was shown for the first time at Model
Rail Scotland 2013. The layout has a number of
features:
- a unique fiddleyard design that allows a five-road
traverser to be turned around;
- a scenic model of that part of the actual Kettlewell village where the station is imagined to be;
and
- a fifteen lever mechanically interlocked lever
frame which controls turnouts and signals.

The layout operates to a timetable that provides
constant activity for the viewing public, through
the use of ground frames in the station area and
goods yard to provide concurrent operations on
both the goods and passenger sides. It is operated
Photo: John Stocks
in two different eras - as a 1922 Midland Railway
branch line and as late 1950s scene using an
eclectic mix of stock that represents the work of a number of members of the West Scotland 4mm Group. Changes in era usually
occur around midday at exhibitions.

Presented by
John Stocks

KETTLEWELL (16’ x 3’)

L

ee-on-the-Solent was one of the
earliest layouts built to P4 standards to
appear on the exhibition circuit. The
layout was originally built by a
professional
model
maker,
Colin
Hayward, as a result of taking a school
party on a historical visit to the area. The
layout was first shown at the South
Hampshire Railway Modellers exhibition in
October 1981. Colin kindly donated the
layout to the East Hampshire Area Group
of the Scalefour Society in 1993, and
since then a number of modifications have
been made by various members.

Lee-on-the-Solent

The layout today is presented around the
time of Grouping (1923) allowing both
LSWR and SR stock to be run. Motive
power includes an ex-LBSCR D1 class
tank
and
Terriers.
All
are
fully
compensated. Rolling stock includes ‘gate
stock’ sets and various coal wagons from Photo: Ian Everett
local merchants. In the near future, it is
hoped to model the original two composite coaches to allow representation of trains as used from opening through to 1909.

Presented by the South
Hants Area Group

P

icton station lies on the former Leeds
& Newcastle (later North Eastern
Railway) line from Northallerton to Eaglescliffe opened in 1846. It became a
junction with the opening in 1857 of the
North Yorkshire & Cleveland Railway to
Battersby Junction. The period chosen
for the model is c 1947-1960 and encompasses the late LNER and early BR
periods, allowing a wide range of NER,
LNER & BR steam engines, railcars, and
early DMUs and diesels. The main line remains to this day and sees Trans Pennine services plus air-braked freights, diversions etc.
Not so fortunate was the branch line to Battersby, which succumbed to the decline affecting rural railways in the 1950s and 60s.
Passenger traffic was withdrawn from Picton to Battersby on 14th June 1954, with total closure to all traffic as far as Stokesley on 1st
December 1958. However, Picton to Trenholme Bar was retained for wagon storage until the early 70s. The final nail in the coffin of
the branch proper came with the closure of the Stokesley to Battersby Junction section to freight on 2nd August 1965.

Picton

Presented by
David Bywater & Geoff Allen

Construction of the layout has adopted a pseudo-modular approach with the view of attaching a fiddle yard board to any of the scenic
boards. This has enabled us to test the layout as it develops and has helped stave off the onset of depression and insanity whilst
allowing the layout to be exhibited throughout its construction.

Picton Signal Cabin - prototype and model.
Left: The cabin as extant in 1997.
Centre: The interior of the cabin is included in the model.
Right: The model cabin ready to be installed on the layout.

Photos: Cleveland Model Railway Club

P

ulborough is situated in rural West Sussex on
the LBSCR double-track main line from Horsham
to Ford Junction. The model represents the station
at its peak in the years around 1910. At that time
the station was provided with extensive facilities –
up and down side goods yards, cattle pens and coal
staithes, loop platform for the nearby Midhurst
branch, and loco turning and coaling facilities.

Pulborough

The line saw great variety of stock, from coal and
cattle trains, to horse box specials, to branch trains,
to main line and Royal trains en route to Portsmouth.
The model is a full scale replica of nearly 1/2 mile
of track, intended in part to demonstrate the space
required for a large station and the enormous size
of some of the engineering features, the cutting for
example.
The track plan is based on a 40ft to 1in plan
provided by British Rail. Buildings are based either
on up-to-date surveys where the structures still
exist, or on historical photographs where no trace
remains on the ground.

Photo: Barry Luck

Presented by the Mid
Sussex 18.83 Group
The line is now a very busy commuter line, but
sadly little of the original station is left apart from
the enormous station building, the canopy and
waiting room, and the signal box. The model is
intended to preserve rather more of the spirit of
a busy main line station in its heyday.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Rolling Stock Clinic

Mike Ainsworth Modelling Trees

Having streamlined the role of Society Secretary with the efficient
use of modern IT techniques, Mike has copious free time in which
to build up an impressive collection of rolling stock, some of which
has been described in Scalefour News. Mike will be happy to
discuss how he achieves results and to offer advice on your own
rolling stock modelling projects.
Weathering Without An Airbrush

Last year Chris brought the Cheddar S&DJR layout to Scalefour
North, where it duly won the Walton Evans trophy. Part of its
success is down to the very realistic scenic modelling evident.
With a lifetime of experience honed through his involvement with
the Wells Railway Fraternity, Chris will share his methods for
modelling trees and other undergrowth.

Mick Bonwick Beginner’s Guide to Track Making

Mick will demonstrate non-airbrush techniques for weathering using brushes and paint, but also powders, filters, washes and
other techniques. He will be able to answer questions about
airbrushing but will not have the paraphernalia available.

Chris Challis

Allan Goodwillie

Allan has been involved with P4 modelling in Scotland from just
about the very beginning. After being involved with some big
exhibition layouts, including Dubbieside and Burntisland, he is
now experimenting with ways to build lightweight layouts that
are easier to transport. Part of this has involved some new
thinking about baseboard and trackwork construction. Allan will
demonstrate some of the techniques he has come up with, with
the emphasis on those looking to construct a P4 layout for the
first time.
Enhancing Layouts with Electronics

John Gowers

Modern electronics have all sorts of applications to model railways.
Maybe the most obvious is in the realistic operational possibilities
offered by DCC, with its attendant sound and lighting effects.
However, there are many other simple enhancements that
electronics can bring to a layout. As a tutor at the Missenden
Railway Modellers gatherings, John has the breadth of experience
to illuminate what can often be a black box to those who would
like to include more electronic artistry in their work.

Left: Allan Goodwillie demonstrating at a previous Scalefour North.
Photo: David Brandreth

TRAVELLING TO SCALEFOUR NORTH

B

Y car, we recommend approaching Wakefield from the M1 Junction
41 following the A650 signposted Wakefield/Morley. Go straight
through the next two roundabouts and at the third roundabout take
the third exit onto the A61. Keep in the left-hand lane to stay on the
A61 at the following Y-junction. The Queen Elizabeth Grammar School
entrance is then about a quarter of a mile further on, on the left.

Scalefour North will be held in
Queen Elizabeth Grammar School,
about 10 minutes drive from
junction 41 of the M1, or within
easy reach of Wakefield city centre.

Those who enjoy the spectacle of Wakefield city centre can also
leave the M1 at Junctions 39 or 40 and take a more scenic route to
arrive at the show. Leaving the A1 at Junction 38 and following the
A638 is also possible. The postcode for your satnav is WF1 3QX.
Enter the school through the main entrance and drive through to the
main car park at the rear of the buildings. The exhibition hall is then
on your left. There is plenty of parking space, but please follow the
directions of any stewards on duty. A limited number of spaces for
disabled visitors will be available directly in front of the hall. A more
detailed map of the Grammar School area is given below.
For those who prefer to travel by rail, CrossCountry operate hourly
through services to Wakefield Westgate from the South West,
Birmingham, Derby and Sheffield and also from Edinburgh, Newcastle
and York. Virgin Trains East Coast operate from London King’s Cross,
Peterborough, Doncaster and Leeds. Local services operate to
Wakefield Westgate and Kirkgate stations. Good bargains are to be
had, especially if you book well in advance. It is quite practical to
walk from the stations and will take around 15–20 minutes. Walking to Scalefour North from Wakefield Westgate station is easily
accomplished in under 20 minutes by following Mulberry Way, Bell Street, Bond Street and Wentworth Terrace to emerge opposite
the Grammar School.
Those visitors who would prefer to preserve their energies for the show
are advised to catch the Wakefield Free City Bus from either Kirkgate or
Westgate station to Wakefield bus station. From the bus station, service
110 passes Queen Elizabeth Grammar school on Northgate. If taking a
taxi to or from the venue, you may find that asking the driver for ‘Kwegz’
makes for easier understanding than using the full name of the school.
All of the layouts, demonstrations, traders and society stands will be
found in the Main Hall, as shown on the map opposite. The catering is
located in the Assembly Hall next door, just a few steps away. A selection
of hot and cold meals, as well as tea and coffee, will be available.
Left: The Grammar School grounds contain ample parking space. Due to narrow
access, please enter from Northgate and exit on to College Grove Road.

VISITING SOCIETIES
The Historical Model Railway Society
The HMRS is the society for all interested in modelling or
researching the history of railways in Britain. You can take
immediate advantage of HMRS membership today by joining the
Society at our stand. This will give you members’ discount on
HMRS Pressfix and Methfix transfers, limited edition HMRS model
parts and all current HMRS books and publications. If you don’t
join today, you can still join at www.hmrs.org.uk
Irish Railway Record Society
The society was founded in 1946 to record history and current
affairs on railways throughout the whole island of Ireland. After
nearly 70 years we have extensive archives of original material
on all aspects, but until a few years ago this was only available
to members visiting the archives in Dublin. A few years ago we
received most of the contents of the GNR(I) Dundalk drawing
office and began a programme to digitize the locomotive
drawings to make them more accessible. We have also started
on Carriage and Wagon diagrams for the GNR(I) and the GSR;
architecture drawings for various lines; and more modern
vehicles from the 1960s. We will be showing examples of all of
these including some available for sale. The main society website
is www.irrs.ie and is where details of regular meetings of the
London Area can be found.

modelling of the London & North Eastern Railway, its constituents
and successors. The Society organizes two meetings per year,
usually including visits to attractions with an LNER connection,
and works with the National Railway Museum to catalogue
relevant drawings for the Search Engine project. You can find
membership information at www.lnersociety.org.uk
Missenden Abbey Railway Modellers
Missenden Railway Modelling Weekends offer you, the modeller,
the opportunity to work with top flight tutors and a host of other
modellers, to improve existing skills, learn new ones, ask questions, gather ideas and go home keen to do more. Typically, a
Weekend has 60-plus modellers, work rooms and accommodation that is comfortable and well appointed. There’s also a
week-long Retreat in early August. Details are avaialble at
www.missendenrailwaymodellers.org.uk

Scottish Line Societies
It made for interesting times when the pre-Grouping companies
in Scotland did not see eye-to-eye in their relationships, which
was fairly often. Things are more peaceful nowadays, and those
societies which study and record the Caledonian, Glasgow & South
Western, Great North of Scotland, Highland and the North British
Railways happily cooperate with one another, while maintaining
their individuality. So a joint Scottish stand will be presented on
The LNER Society
a foray over the border to Wakefield, led by the Caledonian
Founded in 1965, the LNER Society is one of the UK’s senior line Railway Association and the Highland Railway Society with
societies with the aim of promoting the study and accurate support from the others.

Scalefour North Trade Support
ALAN GIBSON (WORKSHOP)
P.O. Box 597, Oldham OL1 9FQ
www.alangibsonworkshop.com
Wheels, etched kits and components

0161 678 1607

LANARKSHIRE MODELS & SUPPLIES
9 Nairn Avenue, Blantyre G72 9NF
www.lanarkshiremodels.com
Etched and cast detailing components

01698 821272

AMBIS ENGINEERING
The Old House, 80 Westgate St., Shouldham, Norfolk PE33 0BH
www.ambisengineering.co.uk
Etched kits and components

LONDON ROAD MODELS
P.O. Box 643, Watford, Herts. WD24 5ZJ
www.londonroadmodels.co.uk
Etched locomotive and rolling stock kits

BILL HUDSON TRANSPORT BOOKS
Station Yard, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3NA
www.billhudsontransportbooks.co.uk
New and second-hand books

MODEL RAILWAY DEVELOPMENTS
87 Copthorne Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 7EE
www.emardee.org.uk
01372 817504
Detailing components and accessories

01629 580797

BRASSMASTERS SCALE MODELS
P.O. Box 1137, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B76 1FU
www.brassmasters.co.uk
Locomotive & EasiChas kits, detailing components

MOUSA MODELS
745b High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS
www.mousa.biz
020 8133 7547
Rolling stock kits and components

C&L FINESCALE (including CARRS and EXACTOSCALE)
Aran Lodge, Severn Road, Hallen, Bristol BS10 7RZ
www.finescale.org.uk
01179 505 470
Trackwork and soldering supplies

PENBITS MODEL RAILWAYS
c/o 12 Fieldside, Long Wittenham, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4QB
www.penbits.co.uk
Etched locomotive bogie kits

COASTAL DCC
71 Alan Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8EY
www.coastaldcc.co.uk
DCC control systems and decoders

ROGER CARPENTER
407 Highters Heath Lane, Hollywood, Birmingham B14 4TH
0121 430 8769
Extensive collection of railway photographs

COOPERCRAFT
Broom Lane, Oake, Taunton TA4 1BE
www.cooper-craft.co.uk
Etched and plastic rolling stock kits

01473 403764

01823 461961

RUMNEY MODELS
7 Hurlingham Road, Bristol BS7 9BA
www.rumneymodels.co.uk
Etched rolling stock and chassis kits

DART CASTINGS (incl. MONTY’S MODELS and MJT)
17 Hurst Close, Staplehurst, Tonbridge, Kent TN12 0BX
www.dartcastings.co.uk
01580 892917
Detailing components and scenic supplies

SCALEFOUR STORES
120 Hayhurst Avenue, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 0BD
www.scalefour.org/stores/stores.html
01606 835708
Supplies for the discerning modeller

DAVE BRADWELL
South Muirnich Cottage, Gorthleck, Inverness IV2 6YP
www.davebradwell.co.uk
01456 486377
Etched locomotive and rolling stock kits

SHAWPLAN
2 Upper Dunstead Road, Langley Mill, Nottingham NG16 4GR
www.shawplan.com
01773 718648
Etched detailing components, Laserglaze, paint & transfers

DAVID GEEN KITS (including MALCOLM MITCHELL)
30 Silverwood Close, Dale Park, Hartlepool TS27 3QF
www.davidgeen.co.uk
01429 269600
Locomotive and rolling stock kits

STEVENSONS CARRIAGES & MILLHOLME MODELS
17 Brookfield Park, Mill Lane, Old Tupton, Chesterfield S42 6AF
pbarker@btinternet.com
Locomotive and rolling stock kits

EILEEN’S EMPORIUM
Unit 19.12 Highnam Business Centre, Newent Road, Glos. GL2 8DN
www.eileensemporium.com
01531 828009
Tools, painting and scratchbuilding supplies

TIM HORN BASEBOARDS
9c Millers Close, Fakenham Industrial Estate, Fakenham, Norfolk NR21 8NW
www.timhorn.co.uk
Laser cut baseboards

HIGH LEVEL MODELS
14 Tudor Road, Chester-le-Street, County Durham DH3 3RY
www.highlevelkits.co.uk
0191 388 2112
Locomotive kits and drivetrain solutions

WIZARD MODELS (including MSE/51L and COMET)
P.O. Box 70, Barton upon Humber DN18 5XY
www.wizardmodels.co.uk
01652 635885
Rolling stock and signalling kits, components and supplies

HOBBY HOLIDAYS
The Spinney, Low Street, Beckingham, Doncaster, S Yorks. DN10 4PW
www.hobbyholidays.co.uk
01427 848979
Tools, paint, scratchbuilding supplies and modelling courses
JUDITH EDGE KITS
5 Chapel Lane, Carlton, Barnsley, S Yorks. S71 3LE
http://bit.ly/1f1h2YJ
01226 722309
Etched locomotive kits
Kettlewell village Photo: John Stocks
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